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Background
Suicide is the second leading cause of death in 12- to 17-year-old
adolescents in the USA. Research on biological mechanisms
contributing to self-harm risk that could be targeted in treatment
could help to prevent suicide and self-harm episodes.

Aims
We aimed to evaluate whether markers of inflammation, inter-
leukin-6 (IL-6) and C-reactive protein (CRP), predict self-harm
over 3monthswithin a sample selected for elevated suicide/self-
harm risk at project entry.

Method
Fifty-one adolescents aged 12–19 years selected for elevated
suicide/self-harm risk completed three clinical interviews about
suicide attempts and non-suicidal self-injury, 3 months apart. At
baseline and 3 months, youth also provided blood samples, from
which we assayed levels of IL-6 and CRP.

Results
Using generalised mixed models, we found that greater levels of
IL-6 predicted more self-harm episodes (odds ratio [OR] = 3.3,

95% CI: 1.1, 10.0) and specifically, non-suicidal self-injury (OR =
3.5, 95% CI: 1.1, 11.2), over 3 months.

Conclusions
The study findings increase our understanding of whether and
how inflammation may be implicated in risk of self-harm. IL-6
may be a viable biological marker of short-term risk for self-harm.
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Suicide prevention is recognised as a national imperative by the US
National Strategy for Suicide Prevention.1 In 2020, suicide was the
second leading cause of death in 12- to 17-year-old adolescents in
the USA.2 Prior self-harm (defined to include suicide attempts
and non-suicidal self-injury [NSSI]), is among themost reliable pre-
dictors of suicide deaths and suicide attempts in adolescents and is
more common than suicide deaths.3,4 National surveys of US high
school students indicate 1 year point prevalence rates of 10.2% for
suicide attempts and 22.2% for clinically significant suicidal idea-
tion.5 NSSI is more common than suicide attempts in adolescents
and is estimated at 22.1%,6 with data indicating increasing rates,7

and NSSI is a strong predictor of later suicide attempts.4 Despite
extensive research on suicide risk and protective factors, the
suicide rate has not declined significantly over the past 60 years,2

underscoring the critical need for research on mechanisms contrib-
uting to suicide and self-harm risk that could be targeted through
treatment.8 Understanding the role of inflammatory mechanisms
could help to define the biological profile of those at highest risk
and inform the development of targeted and integrated preventive
interventions.9

Pro-inflammatory cytokines are signalling proteins in the body
that typically trigger inflammation to help fight threats. They can
also alter the metabolism of key monoamines that are involved in
the pathogenesis ofmood disorders.10 At high levels, pro-inflammatory
cytokines such as C-reactive protein (CRP) and interleukin-6 (IL-6)
contribute to the onset of depressive symptoms and possibly to
the incidence of major depressive disorder, especially in at-risk
populations, including adolescents.11 Indeed, meta-analytic research
has shown that CRP and IL-6 are concurrently and prospectively
associated with depression symptoms in adolescents.11 Multiple
psychosocial factors can drive the upregulation of inflammation,
including chronic stress, trauma and sleep disturbances.12,13

Depression, stress and sleep disturbances are well-established risk
factors for self-harm,14,15 with depressive disorders being the most
prevalent mental health disorder among adolescent suicide
victims, at rates ranging from 49% to 64%.16,17

Research on the links between inflammation and self-harm in
adolescence is nascent and, thus far, inconclusive. Individuals who
attempted suicide as adolescents and young adults (through age
24) have been found to have significantly elevated systemic inflam-
mation, measured at age 35.18 Whether these elevations in inflam-
mation had an earlier adolescent onset which persisted into
adulthood is unknown. One study comparing adolescents with at
least five episodes of NSSI during the past 12 months and healthy
controls did not detect differences in levels of IL-6 or CRP.19

Another population-based cohort study of youth in the UK failed
to detect a significant association between levels of IL-6 and CRP
at age 9.5 years and self-harm at age 16 years.20 By contrast,
Melhem et al21 found that youth aged 15–30 years old admitted
for suicide attempts had higher levels of CRP than healthy controls.
However, no difference in CRP was detected when comparing youth
admitted for suicidal ideation with healthy controls. Given variabil-
ity in the frequency and chronicity of self-harm during adolescence,
clarifying prospective associations among indicators of inflamma-
tion and self-harm, particularly over a short timespan, has potential
for illuminating risk pathways for self-harm that could be targeted
using new treatment strategies.

Current study

The current study focuses on self-harm as the primary outcome vari-
able, with the aim of evaluating whether markers of inflammation
(IL-6 and CRP) predict self-harm over a relatively brief 3-month
time frame within a sample selected for elevated suicide/self-harm
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risk at project entry. We hypothesised that higher levels of inflam-
mation would predict greater levels of self-harm, with secondary
analyses evaluating the separate self-harm subcomponents of
NSSI and suicide attempts. We also examined the prospective
associations between inflammation levels and three suicide risk
indicators that have been implicated in inflammatory pathways:
prior suicidal ideation,22,23 depression11,24 and sleep disturbances.25,26

Consistent with past studies, we hypothesised that higher levels of
inflammation would predict higher levels of suicidal ideation, depres-
sion symptoms and poorer sleep. To our knowledge, this is the first
study to examine whether inflammatory markers predict short-term
(i.e. 3 month) self-harm levels in a sample of youth identified as
having elevated suicide and self-harm risk.

Method

Participants

Fifty-one youth (86.3% female, Mage = 16.1 years) were recruited
from an out-patient programme for youth suicide and self-harm
risk (18 of whom had participated in programme randomised clin-
ical trials27,32). Inclusion criteria were: age 12–19 years; a history of
suicidal events (i.e. suicide attempts, interrupted suicide attempts,
aborted suicide attempts or severe suicidal ideation); and prior
self-harm (suicide attempts or NSSI). Exclusion criteria were no
contact information (address, telephone number) needed for
follow-up; living situation, functioning or other characteristics
that would interfere with participation/assessments (immediate
risk of out-of-state placement, severe cognitive disability, acute
psychosis); youth who did not speak English; and primary caregiver
who did not speak English or Spanish. Our sample was demograph-
ically diverse and had a high risk for self-harm. During the
12 months preceding the baseline assessment, 86% of the sample
had gone to a mental health clinic or a professional counsellor
(e.g. psychologist, therapist, mental health clinic), 49% had seen a
psychiatrist, 33% had been in an in-patient or residential setting
for psychiatric problems, and 28% had been in a partial hospital
admission programme. Over half the sample reported current use
of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) at baseline.

Procedures

Assessments were scheduled at this study’s baseline and at 3- and
6-month follow-ups. Participants provided blood samples and
height and weight measurements at the baseline and at the
3-month assessment. At every assessment, trained assessors evalu-
ated self-harm via structured clinical interviews, and participants
self-reported their suicidal ideation, depression and sleep distur-
bances using a Qualtrics survey. Assessors were trained for the
administration and scoring of eachmeasure. For interviewmeasures
(Suicide Attempt and Self-Injury Interview; SASII), after initial
training, assessors were observed, and interviews were co-rated by
a designated ‘gold-standard’ interviewer until they demonstrated
0.80 interrater reliability. Thereafter, co-ratings were completed
for about one of every 15 randomly selected interviews, with co-
ratings indicating strong interrater reliability for self-harm classifi-
cation (suicide attempt versus NSSI: 98.3% agreement; kappa = 0.96,
P < 0.001). Parents and youth ≥18 years old provided written
informed consent, and youth <18 years provided written assent.
All procedures contributing to this work complied with the
ethical standards of the relevant national and institutional commit-
tees on human experimentation and with the Helsinki Declaration
of 1975, as revised in 2008. All procedures involving human subjects
were approved by the University of California Los Angeles
Institutional Review Board (#13-001704).

Inflammation

Circulating levels of inflammation were assessed by assays of plasma
inflammatory biomarkers IL-6 and CRP. These markers were
selected because of our theoretical focus on inflammation and evi-
dence that both IL-6 and CRP are robustly associated with depres-
sion.11 IL-6 and CRP were measured in collected plasma. Whole
blood was collected into EDTA tubes via venepuncture by a licensed
phlebotomist. Within 2 h of collection, whole blood was centrifuged
at 4 °C, separated into plasma aliquots and stored at −80 °C.

Plasma levels of IL-6 were assayed in duplicate in a single batch
using the Meso Scale Discovery (MSD) MULTI-SPOT Assay
System (Rockville, MD) with a custom 5-plex from the
Proinflammatory Panel 1 Human Kit as previously described.29

In addition to IL-6, MSD assays were used to evaluate plasma
levels of TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-10. Given the a priori hypothesis
and specific focus on IL-6, these other analytes are not reported.
Assays were performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
ECL signals were measured on the MESO QuickPlex SQ 120 instru-
ment (Rockville, MD), and the DISCOVERY WORKBENCH soft-
ware (Rockville, MD) was used to generate a four-parameter logistic
fit curve. The mean intra-assay coefficient of variation (CV) for IL-6
was 2.4%, and the mean inter-assay CV was 7.0%. The lower limit of
detection for IL-6 was 0.2 pg/mL, which occurred in less than 2% of
the sample; values lower than the lower limit of detection were
imputed as 0.2 pg/mL.

CRP levels were assayed in duplicate using Human CRP
Quantikine ELISA (R&D Systems) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol as previously described.30 The intra-assay CV for CRP was
3.3%, and the mean inter-assay CV was 4.5%. For CRP, the lower
limit of detection was 0.2 mg/L, which occurred in about 20% of
the sample; values lower than the lower limit of detection were
imputed as 0.2 mg/L. The upper limit of detection was 25 mg/L,
which occurred in one sample or 1%; this value was truncated to
3 s.d. above the mean.

Measures
Self-harm episodes

Self-harm episodes were measured using the SASII, a clinician-
administered, semi-structured measure used in prior studies of
self-harm in adolescents and adults and showing strong interrater
reliability and external validity.31 For this study, we used a briefer
SASII, which provided dates of all self-harm episodes (suicide
attempts and NSSI), associated suicidal intent and medical sever-
ity/potential lethality within a specified time period.15 We asked
about all self-harm episodes during the past 6 months at baseline
and all self-harm episodes since the last assessment at follow-ups.
Self-harm was defined to include all NSSI and suicide attempts.
As in prior research,27 suicide attempts were defined to include
interrupted and actual suicide attempts. We used pre-specified
cut-off points for classifying self-harm episodes based on prior
studies28 as follows: self-harm 0, 1–3, 4–9 and ≥10; NSSI 0, 1–3,
4–6 and ≥7. Suicide attempts were categorised as absent (0)
versus present (1) owing to low frequency. Use of the brief SASII
reduced assessment burden, and it demonstrated good convergence
with the Columbia-Suicide Severity Rating Scale (modified
slightly27) for identifying/classifying self-harm (kappa = 1.00, P <
0.001), suicide attempts (kappa = 0.80, P < 0.001) and NSSI
(kappa = 0.91, P < 0.001).

Past-month suicidal ideation

Past-month suicidal ideation was assessed using the Suicidal
Ideation Questionnaire – Junior (SIQ-JR), a 15-item self-report
questionnaire with demonstrated psychometric adequacy.32 Item
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scores (range: 0 to 6) were summed, with higher scores indicating
greater ideation. A total score≥24 indicates severe suicidal ideation.
Cronbach’s α ranged from 0.95 to 0.97.

Past-week depressive symptoms

Past-week depressive symptoms were self-reported using the well-
established 20-item Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression
Scale (CES-D).33 Item scores (range: 0 to 3) were summed to yield a
total score (range 0–60). Total score ≥24 is generally used as an indi-
cator of severe depression in adolescents.34 Cronbach’s α ranged from
0.92 to 0.93.

Past-month sleep disturbance

Past-month sleep disturbance was assessed using the Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI).35 This established subjective measure
assesses seven domains of sleep on a 0–3 scale: sleep quality,
trouble falling asleep, amount of sleep, sleep efficiency, sleep trou-
bles, sleep medication and the impact of sleep problems on
daytime functioning. A global summary score (range: 0–21) indi-
cates overall sleep disturbance, and scores >5 suggest poor sleep.
The PSQI global score has been demonstrated to have adequate reli-
ability and validity in adolescent samples.36

Data analytic approach

The primary outcome was total self-harm, assessed at 3 months and
again at 6 months. The primary predictor variables were IL-6
and CRP at baseline and at 3months. For IL-6 and CRP, we replaced
outliers greater than 3 s.d. from the pooled mean with the next
highest value. This pertained to two data points for CRP and two
data points for IL-6. Then, values were natural-log transformed.

Because we had repeatedmeasures of the predictor and outcome
variables, such that inflammation level at baseline predicted self-
harm at 3 months and inflammation at 3 months predicted self-
harm at 6 months, we used generalised linear mixed models in
SAS 9.4 (i.e. PROC GLIMMIX). We accommodated the ordinal
outcome variable by specifying a multinomial distribution and a
cumulative logit link function and used Laplace approximation
methods. Suicide attempts, a binary outcome variable, was esti-
mated using the binomial distribution and a logit link function in
PROC GLIMMIX. Models included random intercepts and the
control of past-6-month self-harm, NSSI, or suicide attempt mea-
sured at baseline. Continuous secondary outcomes, including
SIQ-JR, CES-D and PSQI, were estimated with full maximum like-
lihood using mixed linear models in SAS 9.4 (i.e. PROC MIXED).
Models included random intercepts and the control of the
outcome variable at the time of the inflammation measurement.
For example, we simultaneously examined whether baseline levels
of inflammation and baseline levels of CES-D predicted 3-month
CES-D, and whether 3-month levels of inflammation and
3-month levels of CES-D predicted 6-month CES-D. Adjusted
models controlled for depression symptoms at the time of the
inflammation measurement (if not already included in the
model), self-report of current SSRI use (0 = none), baseline age in
months and self-report of past-month smoking (0 = none).

Results

Participants

Table 1 presents the characteristics of the sample at baseline (N =
51). The sample was predominantly female (86.3%), with a mean
age of 16.1 years (s.d. = 1.8, range: 12.8 to 19.6). Youth were
diverse in ethnic and racial composition: 11 of 51 (21.57%) endorsed
Hispanic/Latino ethnicity; 21 (41.18%) self-reported race other than

White; and 16 (31.37%) described themselves as multiracial. At the
baseline assessment, 38 youths (74.5%) reported self-harm in
the previous 6 months: suicide attempts, n = 15/51 (29.4%); NSSI,
n = 33/51 (64.7%). Depressive symptoms were common, with 31
of 51 youths (60.78%) reporting clinically elevated depressive symp-
toms on the CES-D and 19 (37.25%) meeting Schedule for Affective
Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children-Present and
Lifetime Version criteria for current major depressive disorder.
Sleep disturbance was also frequent: 81.6% of youth had elevated
PSQI scores. The mean CRP level of 2.2 mg/L was above the
‘normal’ range for adults (i.e. 1 mg/L).

Most youths (40 of 51, 78.4%) participated in the two follow-up
assessments. Six (11.8%) participated in two of the three assessments,

Table 1 Participant characteristics at baseline

Baseline, Max. N = 51

Total N Mean/N s.d./% Min. Max.

Demographic characteristics
Age, years (mean) 51 16.09 1.77 12.83 19.58
Sex 51 – – – –

Female – 44 86.27% – –

Male – 6 11.76% – –

Unreported – 1 1.96% – –

Hispanic (versus not
Hispanic)

51 11 21.57% – –

Race 51 – – – –

White – 30 58.82% – –

Black – 1 1.96% – –

Asian – 3 5.88% – –

Other – 1 1.96% – –

Multiracial – 16 31.37% – –

Insurancea 42 – – – –

Public – 2 4.76% – –

Private – 40 95.24% – –

Inflammationb

CRP mg/L 51 2.18 4.27 0.20 25.00
IL-6 pg/ml 51 0.9 1.4 0.2 8.8
Youth clinical variables
SASII self-harm,

past 6 months
51

0 – 13 25.49 – –

1–3 – 18 35.29 – –

4–9 – 6 11.76 – –

≥10 – 14 27.45 – –

SASII suicidal attempts,
past 6 months

51

0 – 36 70.59% – –

≥1 – 15 29.41% – –

SASII NSSI, past 6 months 51
0 – 18 35.29% – –

1–3 – 13 25.49% – –

4–6 – 3 5.88% – –

≥7 – 17 33.33% – –

SIQ-JR suicidal ideation,
mean

51 36.49 22.44 0 86

SIQ-JR ≥ 24 31 60.78
CES-D total score, mean 51 27.8 12.92 0 54

CES-D ≥ 24 – 31 60.78% – –

PSQI, mean 49 8.84 3.71 0 16
PSQI, ≥5 – 40 81.63% – –

Any counselling, past
12 months

51 44 86.27%

SSRI use, current 51 28 54.90% – –

Cigarette smoking 50 14 28.00% – –

CES-D, Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression Scale; CRP, C-reactive protein; IL-6,
interleukin-6; NSSI, non-suicidal self-injury; PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; SASII,
Suicide Attempt Self-Injury Interview; SIQ-JR, Suicidal Ideation Questionnaire – Junior
(total score); SSRI, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor.
a. Nine participants had missing information about insurance.
b. Descriptive statistics were based on raw values, wherein values below the lower limit
of detection were replaced with the lower limit of detection. Correlations were com-
puted using truncated and natural-log-transformed values.
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and five (9.8%) participated in one of the three assessments.
Missingness was not associated with baseline inflammation levels,
SASII variables, SIQ-JR, CES-D, PSQI, SSRI use, substance use
(cigarette smoking, alcohol use, marijuana use), age, sex, Hispanic
ethnicity or race. Participation was weaker for online surveys asses-
sing the secondary outcome variables: 27 of 51 (52.9%) participated
in all three assessments; 18 (35.3%) participated in two of the three
assessments and six (11.8%) participated in one assessment.
Pattern-mixture models assessed whether estimates in the mixed
models were informatively dependent on missing data patterns;37

analyses were not sensitive to missing data patterns.

Primary outcomes: self-harm episodes, suicide
attempts and NSSI

As shown in Table 2, mixed models were used to examine the asso-
ciations between inflammation markers at baseline and 3 months
and clinical outcomes at 3 and 6 months, respectively, over and
above the control of the baseline level of the outcome variable.
That is, the associations between baseline levels of inflammation
and 3-month self-harm outcomes and between 3-month levels of
inflammation and 6-month self-harm outcomes were estimated
simultaneously. IL-6 predicted a higher frequency of self-harm epi-
sodes 3 months later; one unit increase in log-transformed IL-6 was
associated with a 3.3-fold increase in the odds of the youth reporting
self-harm episodes in a higher stratum. Probes for effects for each
self-harm component (NSSI, suicide attempts) revealed that IL-6
specifically predicted NSSI episodes 3 months later (odds ratio
[OR] = 3.5, 95% CI: 1.1, 11.8). The effect for suicide attempts was
not statistically significant (B =−3.6, s.e. = 3.7, P = 0.331; OR = 0.03,
95% CI: <0.01, 45.2). The associations between IL-6 and self-harm
and between IL-6 and NSSI specifically remained statistically signifi-
cant with the additional control of depression symptoms, SSRI use,
age and past-month smoking.

We also found a positive association between CRP and self-
harm, but this relationship did not reach statistical significance
(self-harm, B = 0.48, s.e. = 0.27, P = 0.089; NSSI, B = 0.56, s.e. = 0.28,
P = 0.054); see Table 2. As the model predicting suicide attempts
did not converge, we approximated suicide attempts with suicidal
behaviours, inclusive of actual, interrupted and aborted attempts
(0 = none, 1 = any). As expected, CRP was not significantly asso-
ciated with suicidal behaviours (B = 0.03, s.e. = 0.66, P = 0.966,
OR = 1.03, 95% CI: 0.27, 3.91).

Secondary outcomes: suicidal ideation, depression,
self-reported sleep problems

Table 3 shows results of analyses examining associations between
IL-6 or CRP and secondary clinical characteristics 3 months later.
IL-6 predicted greater scores on the CES-D 3 months later (B = 4.1,
s.e. = 1.7, P = 0.027, d = 0.2, 95% CI: 0.0, 0.4)a but not on the

SIQ-JR (B =−2.1, s.e. = 4.0, P = 0.602, d =−0.1, 95% CI: −0.3, 0.2)
or the PSQI (B = 0.3, s.e. = 0.5, P = 0.607, d = 0.1, 95% CI: −0.2,
0.3). The association between IL-6 and CES-D was not statistically
significant when controlling for SSRI use, age and smoking (B =
3.4, s.e. = 1.7, P = 0.061). The associations between CRP and these
secondary outcomes 3 months later were weaker and not statistic-
ally significant: SIQ-JR, B =−2.06, s.e. = 2.51, P = 0.419, d =−0.12,
95% CI: −0.41, 0.18; CES-D, B = 2.08, s.e. = 1.09, P = 0.067, d =
0.21, 95% CI: −0.02, 0.43; PSQI, B = 0.65, s.e. = 0.34, P = 0.069,
d = 0.27, 95% CI: −0.02, 0.56. Controlling for SSRI use, smoking
and youth age yielded similar parameter estimates and statistical
significance levels, with no change in conclusions.

Discussion

We examined prospective associations between inflammation levels
and self-harm 3 months later in 51 youths selected for elevated
suicide/self-harm risk. This study found that IL-6 predicted a
three-fold increase in the odds of youth endorsing a higher
stratum of self-harm episodes over the subsequent 3 months, over
and above baseline levels of self-harm and concurrent depression
symptoms. CRP showed a weaker trend-level association with
self-harm that did not reach statistical significance. Additional
investigation showed that the association between IL-6 and self-
harm was driven by NSSI, and not suicide attempts.

These results suggest that there may be a direct risk pathway
between inflammation and recurring self-harm – specifically,
NSSI. IL-6 is an index of high levels of circulating inflammation,
which acts on the central nervous system and gives rise to symptoms
of sickness, including fevers, aching joints and fatigue,38 as well as
neural sensitivity to negative social experiences such as rejection
and negative feedback.39 Given that a common function of NSSI
is to reduce unpleasant feelings,40 youths with high levels of inflam-
mation may engage in NSSI as a way to seek relief from these
sensations.

The current study is one of only a few that have found a signifi-
cant prospective association between inflammation levels and self-
harm in youth. Our unique methodological approach helps to
explain our finding that IL-6 predicts self-harm. First, youth in
the current study were at very high risk of engaging in self-harm,
given that 75% of our sample had recent self-harm within
6 months, and all had a lifetime history of self-harm and a suicidal
event at the time of enrollment. These inclusionary criteria allowed
us to detect more self-harm episodes and specifically study the role
of inflammation in predicting recurrence of self-harm. Second, we

Table 2 Prospective associations of IL-6 and CRPa with self-harm 3 months later

Outcome: self-harm Outcome: NSSI

Unadjusted models Adjusted models Unadjusted models Adjusted models

OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI P

IL-6 3.3 1.1, 10.0 0.032 3.3 1.1, 9.9 0.035 3.5 1.1, 11.8 0.041 3.7 1.0, 13.5 0.045
Baseline level of outcome 2.7 1.2, 6.1 0.018 2.9 1.2, 6.9 0.020 2.5 1.1, 5.6 0.024 3.2 1.2, 8.1 0.020
CES-D – – – 1.0 1.0, 1.1 0.666 – – – 1.0 0.9, 1.1 0.974

CRP 1.61 0.93, 2.80 0.089 1.59 0.92, 2.76 0.094 1.75 0.99, 3.10 0.054 1.61 0.88, 2.97 0.118
Baseline level of outcome 2.72 1.17, 6.32 0.021 2.36 1.08, 5.15 0.033 2.60 1.19, 5.66 0.018 2.71 1.15, 6.38 0.025
CES-D – – – 1.01 0.96, 1.06 0.620 – – – 1.00 0.95, 1.06 0.979

CES-D, Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression Scale; CRP, C-reactive protein; IL-6, interleukin-6; NSSI, non-suicidal self-injury; OR, odds ratio; SSRI, selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitor.
a. IL-6 and CRP were truncated to 3 s.d. above the mean and natural-log transformed. Adjusted models control for depression symptoms, SSRI use, age and past-month smoking.

a Cohen’s d was approximated by dividing the difference in estimated
CES-D score associatedwith 1 s.d. change in ln(IL-6) by the s.d. of CES-D
score at 3 months and 6 months.
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uniquely examined whether inflammation levels predicted self-
harm over the subsequent 3 months and demonstrated that inflam-
mation is a proximal predictor of self-harm. Psychobiological risk
factors such as elevated levels of inflammation may increase vulner-
ability to self-harm in the near term, but not over several years.

Compared with IL-6, CRP had a weaker, non-significant associ-
ation with self-harm. One possible reason for this difference may be
that IL-6 is produced immediately following environmental stres-
sors and injuries, whereas CRP is produced in response to
ongoing (i.e. weeks to months) elevation of IL-6 or chronic low-
grade systemic inflammation.41,42 Thus, IL-6 may reflect stressful
events that precipitate self-harm (e.g. rejection, conflict) more
potently and closer in time to the event than CRP. A future study
could examine whether IL-6 mediates the short-term associations
between stressful events and self-harm; this would further increase
our understanding of this possible target of intervention.

With respect to secondary outcomes, IL-6 predicted depression
symptoms on the CES-D 3 months later, consistent with past epi-
demiological studies supporting small prospective associations
between inflammation and depression.11,38,43 A non-significant
trend-level association was also found between CRP and depression
3 months later, as well as CRP and sleep disturbance 3 months later.
In the context of the literature supporting links between depression,
sleep disturbance and self-harm, these results support the value of
future studies to elucidate pathways by which self-harm risk may
be exacerbated through inflammatory processes, depression and
sleep disturbance.

The study must be interpreted in the context of its limitations.
First, even in this high-risk sample, rates of suicide attempts and sui-
cidal behaviour were low, resulting in low statistical power for the
analyses. Second, this exploratory study had a relatively small
sample, limiting our ability to examine moderators such as gender
and increasing the possibility of type II errors. Participants’ clinical
characteristics were heterogenous, raising challenges in ascertaining
exactly how these potential covariates may be involved in the asso-
ciation between circulating inflammation levels and self-harm, and
the results may not generalise to samples with lower self-harm risk.
Furthermore, although we addressed missing data using full
maximum likelihood estimation in our model, and pattern
mixture modelling revealed no evidence of an informative attrition
mechanism with respect to the results, it is still possible that missing
observations could have contributed to potentially unaccounted
bias. We recommend that these short-term associations between
inflammation and self-harm be replicated in a larger fully
powered sample in future studies.

These limitations are offset by the study’s numerous strengths,
including a prospective study design, a racially and ethnically
diverse sample, and the use of gold standard assessments (e.g.
inflammation via blood sample, self-harm via clinical interview).
We found that IL-6 predicted self-harm – specifically, NSSI –
over 3 months, even when controlling for baseline self-harm and
depression, thereby increasing our understanding of whether and
how inflammation may be implicated in risk of self-harm. The

findings suggest that inflammation – specifically, IL-6 – may be a
viable biological marker of short-term risk of self-harm, and that
it may reflect precipitating stressors that likewise increase risk of
self-harm. Although more replication is necessary, the study’s find-
ings signal a future possibility of identifying youth in periods of risk
based on this biological marker. Moreover, future research may
explore the potential for personalised, biologically informed treat-
ment approaches and consider whether strategies that reduce ele-
vated levels of IL-6 might mitigate suicide risk. Thus,
inflammation could be a novel target for interventions that aim to
reduce recurrence of self-harm in high-risk youth.
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